
  

 

 

  
Sources of 
Information 

 
Historic England provide a suite of 
information sheets on different 
techniques that can be used in 
retrofitting historic buildings such 
as the above booklet.  
https://historicengland.org.uk/advic
e/technical-advice/energy-
efficiency-and-historic-buildings/  

 

ENERGY SAVING MEASURES IN 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Context 
The need to upgrade our stock of historic buildings for 
energy conservation and sustainability has never been 
greater. Many improvements can be carried out, often at a 
low cost, greatly improving the comfort of the occupants 
as well as providing savings on fuel bills. Part L of the 
building regulations may impose requirements to upgrade 
if an application is triggered by a change of use, change to 
a major element of a building or an extension. Both 
Historic England and Cornwall Council produce excellent 
guidance based on real projects that have succeeded in 
increasing energy performance without losing the special 
character of historic buildings. 

Traditional buildings are complex and work in different 
ways to new buildings. They are often hard to heat but 
need to be upgraded with ‘breathable’ solutions with an 
adequate ventilation strategy. Well intentioned alterations 
to improve energy efficiency often harm original historic 
fabric and create unhealthy living environments for 
occupants. Perceived difficulties in upgrading older 
buildings lead many developers to prefer demolition and 
new build to conversion but there are solutions available. 
Cornwall Council has been directing the appropriate repair 
and upgrading of historic buildings using funded projects 
such as Townscape Heritage. 

 

Key principles: 
Roof  
The primary location to make the biggest improvement is increasing the level of insulation above 
the ceiling (cold roof) or under the roof covering (warm roof). There are a wide range of 
products including manufactured insulation boards or sheep’s wool rolls. 
Windows 
If your building has original timber sliding sash windows these can still be upgraded initially using 
a comprehensive draft stripping improvement. Internally you can fit secondary double glazing in 
line with the sash bars, thermal shutters or thermal blinds without compromising the 
appearance or losing historic fabric.  
Walls 
This is more difficult because external insulation is likely to radically change the character and 
appearance of the building. Even if the building is rendered, you need to be sure not to lose 
special details or overhangs in the wall.  Internal insulation or dry lining may be a solution if 
there are no important internal details such as plaster cornices.   
Floors 
Heat loss through floors can be reduced by relaying solid floors including an integral insulation. 
Suspended floors may be improved by fixing infill insulation between joists. However it is 
important to try to retain original features such as stone floors, hearths, timber boarding and 
skirtings, architraves or wall panelling. The choice will be dependant on the existing 
construction. 
Efficient Boilers  
Options to upgrade the heating system using very efficient modern condensing boilers will be a 
major long term saving and good investment. 
Renewables 
Solar panels are a popular ugrade, but sometimes these may be judged to alter the appearance 
of a building too much. Consider alternative roof slopes or mounting on frames on the ground. 
Even if not the most efficient they may be efficient enough to include. Air Source heat pumps 
can be installed if there is sufficient space internally to take out heat from the external or 
internal air.  Ground source heat pumps are also a good choice if you have access to outside 
space to install the pipework. 
 
Energy Performance Certificate 
It is a legal requirement to have an EPC produced by an accredited assessor if you are 
going to sell or rent your property. Listed buildings are exempt from this requirement, 
but this will apply to many historic buildings in the Conservation Area. It will make 
recommendations for improved performance but any decision on appropriate action 
should always consider the impact on the character of the building.  
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Cornwall Council has 
produced a guide showing 
historic buildings sustainably 
upgraded and repaired 
demonstrating a range of 
useful techniques with 
detailed descriptions and 
comparison of their 

http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/22216913/improving-
energy-efficiency-in-historic-cornish-buildings-oct-16-version.pdf  
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Important 
features 

• Market House is a II* listed 
building and the most 
important regeneration project 
in the town centre 

• The Manor House is also a II* 
listed building and the oldest in 
the town 

• North Street was one of the 
oldest routes into the centre, 
originally Menacuddle Hill.  

• This is a key town centre asset 
with potentially greater value 
than use as a car park if other 
facilities  can be accessed. 

Location and Context 
The existing car park on North Street sits alongside the long blank stone 
façade of Market House. The future of the two sites will be linked.  On the 
East and  North sides of the space it is edged by residential terrace properties 
with a break at the bend of the street giving access to Mengue Hall. The stone 
façade of the Market House displays evidence of previous connected 
buildings. 

The site is very close to the Central Church area and yet there is very little 
footfall in the vicinity.  The area could be significantly revitalized by a 
successful Market House project, the link to the Priory Car Park and this 
improvement to North Street  

The special character of North Street at the lower end is tightly enclosed with 
close grouped buildings revealing glimpses of the town scape beyond. 
However that character is lost as you look past the historic manor house due 
to loss of several buildings.  

Development principles 
• Parking may be considered of value in short term. However long term benefits of some 

development and public realm improvement will be a significant boost to Market 
House and the Town centre. 

• Potential new vehicular and pedestrian link into Priory Car Park will be of huge benefit 
to improve pedestrian movements and footfall especially through Market House. 

• New development on south side could provide complementary uses and enclosure to 
south facing outside seating area. Uses could be residential, workspace or café or even 
extension to pub. Scale could be two or three storey. 

• This development could provide a new entrance into the Market House in the location 
of the semi-circular arch in the stone side elevation. 

• New buildings will help restore important townscape that has been lost and will 
provide a suitable focal point past the Manor House. 

• A continuation of a quality public realm scheme would continue granite paving up 
North Street. 

• The remaining car park and servicing space could be better enclosed by low wall and 
railing, with potential to allow suitable space for a tree to mature in the exposed 
corner. 

Above: exposed stone side elevation 
of The Market House 
Below: The view past the Manor 
House 

Right: Potential 
new link to Priory 
Car Park 

© Crown copyright and database rights 2016 Ordnance Survey 100049047

NORTH STREET 
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Important 
features 

• Opportunity to restore 
scale and line for 
historical street frontage 

• Potential view of Church 
and Old Vicarage Place 
could be revealed 

• Opportunity to better 
integrate White River 
Place into historical town 
centre. 

OLD VICARAGE PLACE 

Location and Context 
 

The above site has been identified in the Allocations DPD as suitable for retail 
development on the ground floor with other uses above. The Fore St frontage 
and other small elements are within the conservation area.  The Fore Street 
frontage buildings were rebuilt in the 1960s to a lower scale and different 
building line than the historic street. Old Vicarage Place is an important 
pedestrian street and part of the retail network. The current visual link to 
Vicarage Hill and view of the church is currently very poor due to the modern 
car park that bridges the route. The southern part of the site would become a 
major new phase for White River Place development.  

Development principles 
• Retain as much of historic fabric of 11,13,15 Fore Street and 2 Vicarage Hill as 

possible and improve the façade design of the frontages on Fore Street reflecting 
the historic character.  

• Reconsider allocation site to include 19-21 in redevelopment scheme 
concentrating on making Chandos Place the main link with active frontages as 
smaller retail units—up to 3 storeys in height and reinstating original street line. 

• Retain Old Vicarage Place as an open street, with retail frontages redeveloped 
along 1-12, removing the  car park bridge to open views of church tower. 

• Remaining site to the south is a single site with more flexibility. 
• Maximise active frontages, entrances and windows on public routes. 
• Consider other uses, eg residential above retail. 

© Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC. www.getmapping.com 

Left: View along 
Chandos place. 

Below left: Site 
plan in 
Allocations 
Document, part 
of Local Plan. 

Below: View 
along Fore street. 

Right: Advisory 
Plan. 
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Important 
features 

• 1920s two storey stone 
building with good 
frontage to High Cross 
Street and return to rear 

• Deep site rising up from 
East Hill  

• This will mark the edge of 
the historic core 

• Historic wall remaining on 
East Hill 

Above: View of High Cross Street 

showing the positive contribution the 

old stone building gives to the 

Conservation Area 

Below: View from East Hill showing 

the contrast and poor environment to 

the rear of the site. 

Location and Context 
The planned closure of this Post Office site will make a large 
element of the conservation area available for redevelopment. 
The site has two frontages onto High Cross Street with a very 
strong building line and historic character. East Hill to the south 
also has a very strong historic character but has in the past lost a 
historic building of which only part of the front wall remains. 
When looking from the new East Hill this site is currently 
presents a poor townscape and break in the historic character of the 
central Conservation Area. 

Development principles 
• Retain “L” shaped 1920s original Post Office building. 
• Remove later additions to the rear and modern entrance to the side. 
• Create interesting roofscape, including hipped roofs, that reflect changes in 

levels across site. 
• Preference for pitched, grey, slate roofs to work in with existing. 
• Higher density scheme would be suitable for this site. 
• Minimise on-site parking, but may consider some parking in basements or 

under roof garden behind front wall. 
• Maximise active frontages onto East Hill and High Cross Street. 
• Good potential for residential uses but consider mixes to include some retail, 

or offices or studios. 
• Avoid a publicly accessible route through the site between the two streets for 

community safety reasons, unless it can be designed as a lane or narrow street 
with secure frontages, lighting, front doors and overlooking from windows. 

• Create some courtyard areas preferably on the south sides. 
• Try to retain and or integrate historic wall structure on East Hill.  
• Contribute to public realm improvements on East Hill. 

 

FORMER POST OFFICE  
HIGH CROSS STREET 
 

©Imagery copyright GetMapping PLC www.getmapping.com 
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Important 
features 

• Strong continuous 
frontage on High Cross 
Street 

• Stone wall at front of site 
of value 

• Residential uses to the 
East 

• Former West of England 
China Clay head office to 
the West 

Above: View looking up High Cross Street 

towards the station and the adjoining terrace. 

The stepped stone wall is a good historic 

feature 

Below: The view west to the town centre. 

Location and Context 
This site, once the Police Station, has been used as a car park for 
many years. It is a very accessible town centre location, not too busy, 
adjacent to the railway station and close to the shopping. To the east 
is the public open space of Cemetery Park and a row of three cottages 
that overlook the site.  To the west the adjoining building is currently 
a night club. 

Development principles 
• Create strong frontage on High Cross Street with high quality building two 

storeys plus attic storey with dormers. 
• Retain front boundary wall with small set back to houses 1-2m, can 

incorporate new gateways. 
• Create new access lane on east boundary, retaining trees and shrubs. 
• Adjacent cottages should be respected by creating space, a gap in 

development and not including directly overlooking windows. 
• New building to rear of site takes advantage of Cemetery Park views but also 

creates a shorter frontage to Beech Road. 
• Additional studio/workshop unit could be included on Beech Road west to 

create surveillance on that street subject to use of adjoining building. 
• Small courtyard gardens could be incorporated if housing is considered 

suitable in some parts of the site. 
• A range of uses could be considered including office retail A3 on High Cross 

Street or apartments with amenity space or housing subject to adjoining uses. 
• Beech Road boundaries should include stone walls, especially on the corner. 

FORMER POLICE STATION SITE 
HIGH CROSS STREET 
 



  

 

 

  
Important 
features 
• GII listed 17th Century 

Bridge 

• Surrounding area is a 
neighbourhood centre 

• River walks run along 
the side of the Vinnick 
River 

• Green space to south of 
bridge 

• Victorian buildings 
overlook bridge 

• Historic route to Truro 

• Completely lacks sense 
of place and enclosure 
with quality buildings.  

Location and Context 
The medieval bridge at the junction of  Ledrah Road and West 
Hill is one of the most valuable historic assets in the 
Conservation Area. It is the focus of several historic routes 
and once was the main route out of the town towards Truro. 
The riverside walks pass through this junction and on Ledrah 
Road important 18th and early 19th century buildings remain. 
Late 19th century buildings still stand on the east side 
including the pub and the old Post Office. 

This structure was always at the heart of an important 
neighbourhood in the town and is the focus of many historic 
images. 

The bridge is listed Grade II and was built across the Vinnick 
River in the 17th century. It is constructed of local granite with 
3 semi-circular archways and triangular refuges in the 
parapets. 

Today it stands forlorn. Historic cottages that stood close on 
the north side of west street were demolished many years 
ago to make way for the set back commercial buildings. The 
green spaces on the river banks are unkept and unusable. The 
surfaces on and around this historic  bridge are a mess of 
painted tarmac and a clutter of street furniture. The adjoining 
shop (once the Post Office) has lost its historic shopfront and 
the bay window that overlooked the river. 

This special historic site could develop once again into a 
neighbourhood heart with better enclosure and sense of 
place. 

OLD BRIDGE  
WEST HILL 
 

Public realm and development enhancement 
principles 

• Consider a co-ordinated improvement scheme to re-establish a good 
neighbourhood centre with the historic Old Bridge at its heart. 

• Repave the old bridge surface with granite.  
• Sensitively replace traffic control signs and furniture, including new lighting 
• Create wider paving area on south side of west street to enhance building 

frontages with new granite paving 
• Repave road surfaces at either side of bridge to complement settings, with setts or 

granite dressed tarmac 
• Ensure any development creates strong sense of place and enclosure with active 

frontages onto West Hill and a strong corner on Bridge Road.  West Hill must 
become the main frontage. 

• Consider inclusion of a retail unit on the corner as this will be part of the 
neighbourhood centre. 

• Enclose any rear open space next to the bridge and river with a stone wall in 
preference to fencing to complement the setting of the listed building.   

• Re-design the green space to the south of the bridge as a public garden, with 
improved pathway, interpretation or ceramic sculpture, and tree planting. 

• Consider ways of improving the prominent no 75 West Hill through a restoration of 
the shopfront and side elevation. 

 APPENDIX 15: PUBLIC REALM DESIGN GUIDANCE   :           St Austell Conservation Area Management Plan      

This is the setting for one of the most important 
historic structures in the town  

© Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC. www.getmapping.com
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DUKE STREET 

  
Important 
features 

• Entrance space or 
gateway into the town 
centre. 

• Taxi rank. 

• Local business area 

• Potential for improved 
pedestrian use and 
creation of a square 

• Potential for stronger 
“place making” 

 

Location and Context 
Duke Street is located just off South Street on one of the busiest routes 
through the town. It was originally a much narrower street but buildings 
were demolished in the early 20th century and a new frontage on the north 
side added. While only buses and taxis are permitted to enter from South 
Street, it does provide a pedestrian entrance into the centre of the town and 
is currently the location of a taxi rank. Another building that was demolished 
last century was the congregational chapel in the SE corner. The site is now 
the garden for the British Legion club.  The space retains one semi mature 
whitebeam and a loose collection of seats, bollards, redundant bus shelter, 
phone box and signs. The current layout creates a very wide tarmacked 
highway with incidental pedestrian spaces. 

Public realm enhancement principles 
• Redesign to make more of a “square” rather than a “passing through” space. 
• Create more enclosure at the entrance, more of a gateway with piers and railings. 
• Maximise the pedestrian space for improved seating especially on the “sunnier” 

north side of the space. 
• Allow space for outdoor seating. 
• Consider a “shared space” solution slowing vehicle speeds and encouraging more 

flexible pedestrian use. 
• Repave with high quality paving materials to emphasise pedestrian priority 
• Indicate taxi rank parking spaces. 
• Provide improved seating. 
• Provide improved lighting. 
• Provide public art or crafts to commemorate history of space. 
• Encourage improvements to shopfront design and signage to strengthen character 

of space.  
• Remove clutter. 

Below: This example of a small square has a good sense of place, is welcoming for pedestrians and supports local 
businesses. It is designed as a shared space.  

On the right this scheme shows how stone piers and railings can help define a space 

© Imagery copyright Getmapping PLC. www.getmapping.com



  

 

  
Important 
features 

• Public right of way gives 
access to river walk 
tramway and Moorland 
Road 

• Listed Pondhu Cottages 
to the south. 

• Deep site with good 
redevelopment 
opportunity 

• Strong residential 
neighbourhood 

 

PONDHU ROAD 

Location and Context 
The vacant site on Pondhu Road present a good opportunity to provide a 
number of uses, including housing in a way that helps to reinforce the character 
of the Conservation Area and improve community safety and accessibility with 
minimum compromise to future uses. Currently a public right of way crosses the 
river on the eastern boundary, and dog legs around the southern boundary of 
the site. This creates a narrow route, not overlooked and with hidden bends. If 
the site is developed and this route retained, it would create ongoing problems 
for new users of the site and exiting neighbours. There is an opportunity to 
improve the situation by re-locating on a street or lane that is secure, well-lit 
easily visible form the main road and overlooked by properties. 

Pondhu Cottages by Victorian architect Silvanus Trevail sit to the south of the 
site and could be a good model for new residential development, and an 
important marker to strengthen the main streetscene. 

 

Development principles 
• Create strong frontage on Pondhu Road. 
• Two storeys with steep pitched roof, potential for rooms in roof. 
• Relocate existing public right of way on south boundary of site to new steet or lane 

in centre of site to improve community safety and security. 
• Ensure buildings front onto this lane and it is lit, with walls securing any private 

space. 
• Combination of on-street, or on-plot parking and small parking court with gateway 

entrance. 
• Use existing terraces such as Pondhu Cottages as a model for new housing, but 

ensure the scale height roof pitches window proportions are reflected. 
• Incorporate a stone boundary wall at the back of pavement to mark the edge of 

the small front garden. 
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Right: Pond-dhu Cottages to the 
south of the site by Silvanus 
Trevail in 1892 

Below: the narrow footpath 
running around the southern 
boundary of the site 
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Important 
features 

• Wide vista across the site from 
the railway station and bridge 
to the town centre. 

• Gateway site on Trevarthian 
Road 

• Remnant stone wall on the 
street and alongside station car 
park. Small historic outbuilding 
at the rear of the site 

 

Above: The higher view from the railway line across the site. 

Location and Context
This site is currently occupied by a house and the Church Hall. It sits below the 
large car park concourse at the railway station. It sits at a gateway into the town 
centre. From the car park and pedestrian routes, this site is completely 
overlooked and sits in the foreground of a special vista of the town centre. A 
higher view is obtained from the pedestrian bridge crossing the railway line. The 
existing buildings are quite low and permit a wide view interspersed with 
greenery on the boundary and in the site. There is a small stone and slate historic 
building in the rear SE corner of the site close to the adjacent listed Friends 
Meeting House. 

Tregarne Terrace behind the vacant chapel opposite, is a special example of 
housing which may offer some design context. 

Development principles 
• Should the whole site become free for development there is an opportunity to develop a housing 

or mixed use scheme on the site, of two storeys, subject to testing views from the car park, 
station bridge and Trevarthian Road. 

• Since this is a gateway site to town centre and Conservation Area, there is an advantage creating 
a quality building with good frontage on Trevarthian Road. Remnants of existing historic stone 
walls could be retained and modified with new railings. 

• The development should maintain some gaps, to give glimpsed views between buildings. 

• Pitched slate roofs would be preferable, to reflect the forms and colours of the wider vista. 

• Some stone elevations would be preferable in key locations to maintain the colour and texture of 
the vista and the streetscene. 

• Land and courtyards can be created to give access, with on street parking or parking courts.  

• Space needs to be created to ensure the retention of mature trees on the site, and gardens 
created to ensure the planting of new greenery. 

 

CHURCH HALL SITE TREVARTHIAN ROAD 
 

Below: Street view of the site frontage on Trevarthian Road  




